PCFG [3]
Captures syntactic structure of a language
Described by (V, T, R, S) V = variables T = terminals R = rules combining V and T , a probability is attached to each rule S = start symbol A given sentence is generated from a start symbol after successive application of rewrite rules. Viterbi algorithm 3. Given a training corpus, how can we choose rule probabilities for the grammar G that maximize the probability of that corpus?(grammar training)
Inside-outside algorithm
Inside-outside probabilities
For grammar G, Inside probability β :
it is the probability of generating word string w i ..w j given that one starts off with nonterminal A. Outside probability α
e it is the total probability of beginning with start symbol S, enumerating nonterminal A and all words outside w i . . . w j . 
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Inside-outside algorithm
Goal : Assign rule probabilities such that likelihood of given corpus is maximized [3] • Choose grammar and assign initial probabilities φ
• For each sentence in the training set, compute the inside and outside probabilities
• Find the expected number of times a given rule is used in generating a given sentence W i , and hence the training corpus
• Likelihood of our corpus w.r.t parameters φ is
• Repeat process till likelihood converges
Discriminative approach
• Generative model : Try to estimate parameters of distribution from which training corpus is generated
• Discriminative model : Discriminate among the search space to find the best solution (i.e. the best parse tree)
Max-margin parsing [4]
• Goal : Maximize the difference between the correct parse and its closest contender
• Assign scores to different parses of sentence
• Problem : Objective formulation has exponential no. of constraints -one to eliminate each 'bad' parse from a 'correct' parse
• Solution : PCFG structure can be factorized over its constituent rules. Factor feature vector and loss function over the parts of a parse.
• Iteratively set the parameters to maximize the score difference between good and bad parses
Application
Extracting information from semi-structured text using discriminative CFG [5] .
• Example : Extracting address from documents or emails
• consider text block as a sequence of words/tokens and classify tokens as having different labels using discriminative PCFG 
Generative v/s Discriminative
Generative models
• Model tailored to domain
• Incorporation of information about the domain at hand(independence, Markov assumptions, latent variables)
• Inefficient when concerned with a specific problem instead of the whole system Discriminative models
• Less specific model, for the problem at hand
• Allows direct optimization of a task-related criterion 
Parameter updates
Given parameters φ and training corpus W 1 , W 2 . . . W N , new parameters are estimated as :
For calculating expected counts,
Smoothing Techniques
• Additive smoothing
c(.) = count of a word sequence δ = the count added to each n-gram
• Jelinek-Mercer smoothing
where λ = decides weight of each model P interp and P M L • Katz smoothing [2] uses Good-Turing estimates (replace the original count r by modified count r * ) r * = (r + 1)
Here, 
